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Abbreviations: 

 
RES – renewable energy sources 

APP – atomic power plant 

GW –  billion of watt  

MW – million of watt 

MARKAL - collection of energetic, ecological and economical models, working bottom - 

up, which describe consumption and demand 

GHG – Green-house gases 

RK – Republic of Kazakhstan  

MEP – Ministry of Environmental Protection 

RSE «KazNIIEK» - Republic State Enterprise «Kazakh Scientific-Research Institute of 

Ecology and Climate»  

 



   

Introduction 

 

 

Energy sector development is one of the priorities for the economic stability of Kazakhstan in 

terms of sustainable development. However the energy system was constructed in 50s-60s of the 

twentieth century and is considerably depleted by now. The expert evaluation provided by 

“KazNIPIenergoprom Institute” LLP within the “Development Program of Unified Energy 

System of the Republic of Kazakhstan for the period up to 2010 with prognostic view till 2015” 

proves that in 2012-2016 the energy system will require complex reconstructions and 

introduction of new additional capacities to replace the depleted stations that are taken out of 

service. At the same time the total energy output by 2015 should make about 101 -106,5 billion 

kWh, taking into consideration economic development in Kazakhstan and plans of the country 

administration to enter the “top fifty” developed countries.  

The cost of new additional capacities and reconstruction is big (about 3-5 billion USD) [3]. And, 

in case of ratification of the Kyoto Protocol the obligations of Kazakhstan to reduce GHG 

emissions will require construction of new electricity stations applying best practices and new 

technologies, which will increase energy output effectiveness up to 40-50%, comparing to 

today’s 28% produced by modern stations. 

The hydrocarbon resources of the country are great. In 80% of cases the heat and energy 

electricity stations utilize coal because it is the cheapest type of fuel [1]. In accordance with the 

Energy System Development Program to 2010-2015 the gas share in the fuel balance of energy 

system will not increase during the period until 2015. Energy industry will utilize local coal, 

preferably the cheapest one of the Ekibastuz coal-field, which amounts to 60% share in total coal 

consumption. The Program evaluates that the coal share in the fuel structure of the energy 

industry will amount to 74% by 2010, 71% by 2015, which means that it will almost stay at the 

level of 1992 – 73,6% (considering the gas consumption of the Amangeldy field at the south of 

Kazakhstan) [1]. 

Since the gas cost is 2-2,5 times more expensive than coal in 2000 (counted in standard fuel), it 

will never be competitive enough in the energy market. 

Thus, the economy, which counts on coal usage will face ecological and economic problems in 

the energy sector. 

The task for this research work is to evaluate potential of usage and, above all, demand for 

renewable resources (wind energy and hydro) in Kazakhstan. To succeed in accomplishment of 

this task we have used the MARKAL model-based results for the energy system of Kazakhstan. 

MARKAL – collection of energetic, ecological and economical models, 
working bottom - up, which describe consumption and demand [2].  

MARKAL model was developed by the International Energy Agency, Energy Technology 

Systems Analysis Programme (IEA/ETSAP) in cooperation with Brookhaven National 

Laboratory, supported by US Energy Ministry and Environmental Agency, which continues 

improvement of this theory.  

The collection of MARKAL models is an instrument broadly used for environmental analysis. 

Currently this model is used in more than 80 companies in 45 countries around the world. Due to 
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its flexibility the model was applied for local energy planning (at the municipal/communal/state 

level) and for strategic analysis at regional, national and global level. 

The model is used for: 

 definition of energy system and investment strategies with minimal expenses 

 definition of the profitable limitations on emissions and pollution in the conditions of 

ecologically rational development 

 evaluation of new technologies and priorities for research and development 

 assessment of regulation, subsidies and taxation effect 

 review of integrated local energy industry and organizational planning of activities 

related to emission of waste products 

 opportunities assessment of Kyoto Protocol mechanisms (JI/CDM/IET
1
) 

 definition of importance of regional and international cooperation 

Over the past 20 years the MARKAL model has continued to be developed, meeting planning 

requirements of energy industry and environmental protection, in accordance with the world 

strategy development. The collection of MARKAL models complies with number of different 

strategies and planning issues.  

The MARKAL model was successfully applied for the resolution of the following issues:  

 energy security 

 priorities of new technologies for research and development 

 consequences and advantages of environmental regulation 

 defining of baseline for GHG emissions and 

 assessment of GHG project and calculation of emissions volume 

 

In cooperation with MEP RK and SOFRECO Company MARKAL model was purchased and 

installed at RSE «KazNIIEK», and then it was standardized and adapted to conditions of RK 

within the framework of the TACIS project.  

Main principles of MARKAL model operation: 

This mathematical model is based on linear programming, which is founded on the principle of 

balance of supply and demand. This model calculates and covers the energy balance at all levels 

of the energy system: starting from initial resources, transmission of initial resources, secondary 

resources, produced energy at the end  to demand and distribution of such energy. The main goal 

of the model is to show such energy at minimal cost and simultaneously calculate all necessary 

capital costs for equipment or technology (of end usage), cost of the fuel, transportation, 

infrastructure, operational and maintenance costs. The model calculates the low-cost 

combination of technologies and fuel for the planned period in order to comply the demand for 

certain energy service with the consumer’s expectations at set conditions, and at that the model 

considers current technologies as well as the newest technologies, which may be applied in the 

future. 

 

                                                 
1
 JI/CDM/IET  (Joint Implementation/Clean Development Mechanism /International Emission Trading, Articles 

6,12,17 of Kyoto Protocol) 



   

1 Development Scenarios of the Energy System in RK   

The MARKAL model demonstrates demand change of different technologies of energy 

generation in Kazakhstan in basic scenario of economy development until 2040 (Figure 1 and 

Figure 1.1). 

Basic Scenario 

In this case there are no limitations for GHG emissions, for fuel consumption, or for new 

technologies, and also the fuel prices remain at the level of 2004.  To create this scenario we 

have entered into the model the plans and strategic development programs of different industries 

of RK up to 2015-2030: 

 Development Program of Kazakhstan until 2030. 

 “The scheme of development and location of productive forces of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan for the period until 2015” (hereinafter referred to as “Scheme…”), which was 

developed in 2002 by the Economic Research Institute of the Ministry of Economics and 

Budget Planning of RK. 

 “The Strategy of Industrial Innovation Development of Kazakhstan for 2003 – 2015” 

(hereinafter referred to as “Strategy…”), Ministry of Economics and Budget Planning, 

 “Development Program of Unified Energy System of Kazakhstan for the period until 

2010 with perspective view until 2015”, which was developed by the group of scientific-

research and project institutes under general supervision of “KazNIPIenergoprom 

Institute” LLP, 

 National Action Plan on Environmental Protection, NAPEP 
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The output from the run of the model in each scenario is shown in graphic from, with the 

predicted capacity for each generation technology shown as a coloured line. 

MARKAL Model Kazakhstan (RSE "KazNIIEK") 
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Figure 1  Change in demand for different electricity generation technologies in Kazakhstan 

(Basic Scenario, MARKAL KZ model) 
1. Current thermoelectric power stations operating on coal 

2. Combined heat power plants operating on coal with 

higher efficiency (45-50%)  

3. Current power stations operating on lignite 

4. Modernized power stations operating on coal (35-45% 

efficiency) 

5. Modernized power stations operating on gas (45-55% 

efficiency) 

6. Operating hydro 

7. Operating small hydro 

8. Wind farms 

1. Modernized thermoelectric power stations 

operating on coal (35-45% efficiency) 

2. Current thermoelectric power stations operating 

on gas 

3. Current power stations operating on coal 

4. Current power stations operating on gas 

5. Power stations operating on gas with higher 

efficiency (50-60%) 

6. New hydro 

7. New small hydro 
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Figure 1.1 Change of demand for RES capacity in the Basic Scenario 

1. Current Small Hydro 2. New Small Hydro 3. Wind Farms 
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Henceforward this Basic scenario will be used for comparison with other scenarios, which 

predict future energy developments by means of implementation of different competitive, 

effective technologies, as well as by usage of renewable energy sources, such as wind energy and 

hydro. 

The Figure 1 shows that increasing demand for electricity in the economy of Kazakhstan by year 

2020 brings to reconstruction of current coal capacities up to more effective technologies, which 

provide 35-45% of coal efficiency. Besides, the model simulates active energy generation by 

new combined cycle gas stations, which prove to have efficiency up to 60% for the period after 

2004. The renewable share remains small (Figure 1.1). 

It indicates that the small hydro capacity of 1 GW will be in operation from 2016, and capacity 

of wind energy will be only 50 MW by 2024.  The reason for this is that the technically feasible 

output for hydro industry is 62 billion kWh, including 7,84 billion kWh is provided by small 

hydro power stations (with installed capacity of 10 MW and less). Most of the small hydro 

stations currently in operation require reconstruction and modernization due to large exploitation 

period (most of hydro station were in operation for 40-55 years) and depletion of equipment [5].  

Nowadays, less than 8 billion kWh annually are used, and small hydro provides only 0,36 billion 

kWh.   

Wind Energy Potential 

Kazakhstan possesses enormous potential of wind energy. Preliminary calculations provided by 

the experts of KazNII of energy and “AlmatyHYDROPROJECT” Institute demonstrate that a 

number of regions of the country may successfully implement large wind projects with 500 MW 

to 1 GW wind farms capacity. In Dzhungar Gates it is possible to construct the wind power 

station with over than 1000 MW (1 GW) total capacity, in Shelek corridor – up to 1 GW. 

Transportation lines are well-located in the mentioned areas, with an opportunity for expansion 

of energy network, and this facilitates development of wind energy in these regions.  

The task is to evaluate the demand for RES for electricity production compared to traditional 

sources of energy by demonstrating changes in demand for wind projects when the fuel market 

prices vary, and when limitations are introduced for new capacities. 

Meeting future levels of energy demand, self-balance and in order to create export potential it is 

necessary to take actions in the following areas [1]: 

In the period of 2004-2015 it is planned to introduce 3300-3480 MW capacities to the Unified 

Energy System of Kazakhstan, including: 

 North zone –    1800-1900 MW; 

 South zone   –   680 MW; 

 West zone – 900 MW. 

It was planned that such actions will be implemented starting from 2004 but practically nothing 

is done by 2007.  

At the same time the perspective view up to 2025 suppose that as fossil fuel prices rise, energy 

consumption will increase by 1.4 times compared to the level of 2015, and the electricity deficit 

is expected to reach 2,0-1,7 billion kWh in 2020,  4,0-3,0 billion kWh in 2025 [1]. As a result of 
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planned new capacities introduction the structure of installed capacities of the Unified Energy 

System will change a bit. 

As we have mentioned above the modeling of the basic scenario does not consider any 

limitations for modernized and new capacities within the permissible limit (in accordance with 

industry development plan); the main condition of the modeling is to balance energy demand of 

different industries with energy generation, with fuel prices set at the level of 2004. In order to 

compensate the energy deficit in the period until 2024 – the model has increased general capacity 

of coal electricity stations and coal thermoelectric stations by 50%, up to 22-23 GW. The 

capacities of hydro stations currently in operation are used at the same level, and the model 

suggests using the small hydro starting from 2016 with total capacity of 1 GW. The share of gas 

stations is about 3% (around 1 GW), and the APP capacities are not used at all.  

In order to evaluate possible demand for wind farms until 2024 it was suggested to describe 

scenarios with increasing fuel prices and following limitations introduced to traditional coal, gas 

and atomic stations: 

 the increase of additional capacities of coal electricity stations (in accordance with 

government programs [1]) at the period of 2020-2024 will not exceed 3-4 GW; 

 general capacity of gas-turbine power stations operating on associated gas will not 

exceed 1 GW by 2020; 

 the APP capacity, which may be possibly constructed and installed during the period of 

2015-2020 will be 2 GW; 

Scenario 1 

Scenario 1 reflects recent infmation in fossil fuel prices and extrapolates these at a realistic level 

as shown in Table 1. In particular, the natural gas price has changed several times compared to 

prices of year 2000 (25 USD) per one thousand cubic meters.  Today the price of the natural gas 

in Kazakhstan is around 50-60 USD per thousand cubic meters and the price still goes up, while 

the world price changes from 150 to 280 USD per thousand cubic meters.  Since the reserves of 

hydrocarbon in the country are great, it is assumed that the internal prices for energy resources 

will smoothly grow and reach the today world’s level only by 2024-2028.  Talking about gas, we 

should note that it seems profitable to export this type of fuel due to high price of gas at the 

world market [4].  In this scenario we did not enter any limitations for new capacities except for 

the price change. All other parameters are similar to Basic scenario. 

As the internal market price changes for coal, natural gas and oil products the MARKAL model 

demonstrates the realignment of capacities structure with application of better coal and gas 

technologies and usage of the renewable energy sources.  At that wind energy stations happen to 

be in great demand starting from 2020-2024, and the share of the wind energy by 2024 will be up 

to 3% of total energy capacity of this period (Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2).   
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MARKAL Model Kazakhstan
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Figure 2.1 Change in demand for energy capacities under conditions of fuel price change. 

1. Current thermoelectric power stations operating 

on coal 

2. Combined heat power plants operating on coal 

with higher efficiency (45-55%)  

3. Current power stations operating on lignite 

4. Modernized power stations operating on coal 

(35-45% efficiency) 

5. Operating hydro 

6. Operating small hydro 

7. Power stations operating on gas with higher 

efficiency (50-60%) 

8. Wind farms 
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7. Current power stations operating on black oil  
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Figure 2.2 Change in demand for RES capacities under conditions of fuel price change. 
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2. Wind energy stations 
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Table 1  Fuel price changes for different types of fuel, MARKAL KZ model (thousand KZT\тнэ) 

 
Scenarios 

 
Fuel type 

Years  

2000 2004 2008 2012 2016 2020 2024 2028 2032 2036 2040 

Basic Scenario  Lignite 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 1.1111 

New Prices Lignite 1.1111 1.1111 2 2.4 2.8 3 3.4 3.8 4 4 4 

Basic Scenario  Semi-bituminous coal, cheap 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

New Prices Semi-bituminous coal, cheap 1.5 1.5 1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 

Basic Scenario  Semi-bituminous coal, average 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

New Prices Semi-bituminous coal, average 2 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Basic Scenario  Semi-bituminous coal, limit 2.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 

New Prices Semi-bituminous coal, limit 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.6 3 3.4 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 

Basic Scenario  Semi-bituminous coal, expensive 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

New Prices Semi-bituminous coal, expensive 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.9 3 3.4 4 4 4 4 4 

Basic Scenario  associated gas 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

New Prices associated gas   5 5.9375 6.875 7.8125 8.75 9.6875 10.625 11.5625 12.5 

Basic Scenario  gas, cheap 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

New Prices gas, cheap 2 2 4.1 8 12 18 22 24 24 24 24 

Basic Scenario  gas, average 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

New Prices gas, average 3 3 4.4 8.5 13 20 25 25 25 25 25 

Basic Scenario  gas, limit 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

New Prices gas, limit 4 4 5 9 14 20 25 25 25 25 25 

Basic Scenario  gas, expensive 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

New Prices gas, expensive 5 5 6 12 18 24 30 30 30 30 30 

Basic Scenario  black oil, cheap 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

New Prices black oil, cheap 13 13 25 30 35 40 40 40 40 40 40 

Basic Scenario  black oil, average 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

New Prices black oil, average 15 15 30 40 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Basic Scenario  black oil, limit 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 

New Prices black oil, limit 20.4 20.4 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

Basic Scenario  black oil, expensive 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

New Prices black oil, expensive 25 25 35 40 45 50 50 50 50 50 50 
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As we can see at the Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, when varying fuel prices are set into the model, it 

demonstrates demand for wind power at the energy market of Kazakhstan starting from 2024.  

And the demand for wind energy capacities may reach the level of 2 GW by 2024 with 4 billion 

kWh output, and by the end of the calculated period it will reach the level of 3,7 GW with 7,7 

billion kWh output, and the share of new small hydro by 2024 will be 1 GW with 6.27 billion 

kWh output and will remain without considerable modifications in the next period. But coal 

capacities remain of great demand for the energy industry of Kazakhstan as the cheapest fuel 

comparing to gas and black oil. 

In accordance with the Scenario 1, which is shown at the Figure 2.1 and 2.3, as the demand for 

energy increases the model in the first place simulates the affordable actions on reconstruction of 

the energy system of Kazakhstan, in particular, the reconstruction of operating equipment at the 

thermoelectric power plants and power stations, which provides higher efficiency for the fossil 

fuel utilization and power generation. 

This scenario does not have any limitations for new capacities. The main condition is the power 

demand change in changing environment (fuel price and applied technologies change).  
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Figure 2.3 Change in electricity generation under conditions of energy resources price change in 

billion. kWh 

1. Current power stations operating on lignite 

2. Modernized power stations operating on coal 

3. Operating hydro 

4. Operating small hydro 

5. Power stations operating on gas (combined cycle) 

6. Current thermoelectric power stations operating on 

lignite 

7. Modernized thermoelectric power stations operating 

on coal 

8. Current thermoelectric power stations operating on 

gas  

1. Current power stations operating on coal 

2. Current power stations operating on gas 

3. New hydro 

4. New small hydro 

5. Wind farms 

6. Current thermoelectric power stations operating 

on coal 

7. New thermoelectric power stations operating on 

coal 
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Scenario 2 

The scenario 2 is based upon the following assumptions: 

 Current capacities will be operating until 2024, as their load reduces because of the 

equipment depletion, and these capacities will be taken out of the energy system; 

 Starting from 2008-2012 the government will begin complex reconstruction of current 

power stations and will implement more efficient technologies, invest into construction 

of new stations with higher efficiency, operating on combined heat and power cycle, 

combustion in pre-critical and critical layer, using processes of coal gasification with 

total capacity of 4 GW.  Such construction will require major financial expenditures, and 

thus for the period until 2020-2024 we have entered 2 GW at most of new capacities into 

the model, taking into account reconstruction (modernization) of stations that are 

currently in operation;  

 renewable energy sources – in this case we talk about wind power stations – are installed 

in accordance with demand; 

 The capacities of the nuclear power stations and gas-turbine units increase with 

limitations for new capacities.  We consider the possible construction of APP with 2 GW 

total capacity in the period until 2024, and total capacities of gas-turbine electric units in 

the calculated period will amount to 1-1.5 GW. 

This scenario as the most realistic one describes the current situation in the energy system of the 

country, as well as the actions, which are stipulated in the program documents and development 

plans of the industry.  Here, we also have to note that the development plans for the energy 

industry keep changing every month, and this research work considers most optimal and sound 

approach to resolving of this task.  In case of ratification of Kyoto Protocol this scenario 

considerably stabilizes increase of the GHG emissions. 

Taking into consideration the abovementioned information the results of the scenario 2 are 

presented at the Figure 3.1 
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Figure 3.1 Demand for power generation technologies with limitations on nuclear 

capacities and gas-turbine units  

 
1. Current thermoelectric power stations operating 

on lignite 

2. Modernized thermoelectric power stations 

operating on coal (35-45% efficiency) 

3. Thermoelectric power stations with higher 

efficiency operating on black oil (45-55%)  

4. Current power stations operating on lignite 

5. Current power stations operating on coal 

6. Power stations operating on coal with higher 

efficiency (45-55%) 

7. Current gas-turbine units, operating on gas 

8. New hydro 

9. New small hydro  

10. Nuclear power stations 
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2. Thermoelectric power stations operating on 

coal with higher efficiency (45-55%)  
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Figure 3.2 Change in demand RES capacities with all assumptions 

The analysis of the scenario represented at the Figure 3.1 demonstrates that the energy system of 

Kazakhstan will actively utilize wind power stations, nuclear power stations and gas-turbine 

electric units, operating on associated gas. Active utilization of the associated gas and condensate 

for power generation is caused by cheap cost, as the extraction of gas accompanies oil 

production. Starting from 2016 new capacities of wind farms and small hydro will be installed 

(Figure 3.2), and will take the share up to 3 GW in the general balance of energy capacity by 

2024.  The capacities of nuclear stations and gas-turbine power plants, operating on associated 

gas are installed in order to meet demand for electricity.   

1. Current small hydro  

2. New small hydro 

3. Wind energy stations 
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Figure 3.3 Change in electricity production in Kazakhstan under limitations for coal, 

nuclear power plants and gas-turbine electric units. 

 

 
1. Current power stations operating on lignite 

2. Current power stations operating on coal  

3. New power stations operating on coal (efficiency 

45-50%) 

4. Operating hydro 

5. Operating small hydro 

6. New small hydro  

7. APP 

8. Current thermoelectric power stations operating 

on lignite 

9. Modernized thermoelectric power stations 

operating on coal (35-45% efficiency) 

10. Current thermoelectric power stations operating 

on gas 

1. Modernized power stations operating on lignite 

(35-45% efficiency) 

2. Modernized power stations operating on  coal (35-

45% efficiency) 

3. Current power stations operating on gas 

4. New hydro 

5. Reconstructed small hydro 

6. Power stations operating on gas with better 

efficiency (50-60%) 

7. Wind farms 

8. Current thermoelectric power stations operating on 

coal 

9. Thermoelectric power stations operating on coal 

with higher efficiency (45-55%)  

10. EHPOSTTA08 

Hence, if limitations on new capacities are introduced for coal thermoelectric power stations, 

gas-turbine electric units and nuclear power plants, in accordance with the industry development 

plan until 2030 (Figure 3.3) the demand for wind energy will increase in the period from 2016 

until 2020 and will amount to 0.8 GW (in 2020) with 1.74 billion. kWh of total output. At that in 

2020 the wind power stations capacities will be about 2 GW (as well as in Scenario 1), and 

followed by increase up to 5.7 GW with 11.7 billion kWh output in 2040, which will take a share 

of 5% in total production of electricity. 
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3 Investment to Energy System of Kazakhstan in different scenarios of industry 

development 

In accordance with results provided by the model in the nearest future the industry will face the 

necessity to install better and efficient technologies of power generation, which will operate on 

cheap fuel (coal), and also start usage of alternative sources of energy, such as hydro, nuclear 

and wind energy, as Kazakhstan’s potential of such sources is sufficient. As it was mentioned 

before these actions will require major capital investments (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 Change in investment to current and better technologies of power production. 

1. Investment to Basic Scenario 

2. Investment into best technologies and RES by 

Scenario 2 

3. Investment if the fuel price changes 

Figure 4 demonstrates necessary investment to energy industry of Kazakhstan in different 

scenarios of industry development. 

Investments to basic scenario (blue line) cover only reconstruction of current capacities, and 

require about 170-250 billion. tenge for the period until 2015.  We do not consider required 

investments to new capacities of 2500-3500 MW in the period until 2015-2020 (this will require 

about 450-500 billion tenge) [1].  

If the fuel price changes the calculated investments (yellow line) will cover reconstruction of 

current capacities as well as introduction of new technologies with higher efficiency at operating 

plants. This will require about 600-700 billion tenge in the period until 2020, and also the 

construction of new stations in order to compensate the deficit of generating capacities in 

different regions of the country, as such deficit will be about 5-6 GW by 2024 and will require 

about 500 billion tenge in this period. 

Investment to better technologies and RES (red line) – starting from 2008-2012 the government 

will begin complex reconstruction of current stations and will implement best technologies, 

invest into construction of new stations with higher efficiency, operating on combined heat and 

power cycle, combustion in pre-critical and critical layer, using processes of coal gasification, 

operating on renewable energy sources – in this case we talk about wind farms, as they are 
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installed in accordance with demand, and the increase of nuclear and gas-turbine capacities is 

shown under limitations to new capacities. This will require about 600-700 billion tenge in the 

period until 2016 and up to600 billion tenge until 2024. 

4 Change in volume of GHG emissions produced by energy industry of 

Kazakhstan, dependent on applied technologies 

Figure 5 demonstrates the change in GHG emissions produced by power stations of Kazakhstan 

in different scenarios of applied technologies of power production [ 5 ]. 
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Figure 5 Change in GHG emissions produced by energy industry of RK for different scenarios of 

energy system development 

 
1. Basic Scenario 

2. Using of technologies with higher efficiency and 

RES (Scenario 2) 

3. Change of the fuel price  

 

 

As we can see the scenario, which involves higher efficiency technologies and renewable power 

generation (wind power and hydro in particular), provides considerable GHG emissions 

reduction of the power generation industry. And total GHG emissions reduction will amount to 

40-50 mln. tons of СО2 in 2024, and up to 70-80 mln tons of CO2 in 2040 due to higher 

efficiency of the energy system of Kazakhstan.  Wind power generation gets a share in total 

emissions reduction up to 3.5-4 mln. tons of СО2 by 2024 and up to 12-14 mln. tons of СО2 by 

2040.  

In case the limitations for GHG emissions are introduced at the level of 1992, the demand for 

RES will increase by several times in the period from 2028 until 2040, which means that RES 

will become the only type of energy sources able to provide increase in power generation 

without increase of GHG emissions (under condition that nuclear capacities are not in operation). 

But we need to be sound in evaluation of RES potential when considering the opportunity of 

replacement of other energy sources to RES in the whole energy system. 
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The comparative analysis of presented scenarios of energy system development in Kazakhstan 

results in the following:  

 The basic scenario provides biggest amount of GHG emissions produced by energy 

system of Kazakhstan, and GHG emissions volume increases as demand for energy 

capacity and electricity grows; 

 When the fuel price changes the GHG emissions volume reduces. Such reduction is 

subject to necessity to improve energy efficiency of generating capacities; 

 The usage of more efficient technologies of firing and improvement of power stations up 

to 35-45% efficiency, as well as introduction of RES to the energy balance of the country 

starting from 2016-2020 (with total capacity up to 5-5.5 GW by 2040) will result in 

significant reduction of GHG emissions.  Also this will provide diversification of 

generating capacities and usage of RES will provide stabilization in GHG emissions in 

long-term perspective. 

5. Subsidies to wind energy industry in Kazakhstan 

The MARKAL modeling of different scenarios proves that the change in demand for wind 

energy is subject to fuel price changes and limitations introduced to new capacities of traditional 

energy sources.  ……..  

We have defined in scenario 2 that wind energy will be actively involved in power generation 

starting from 2016, and the demand for this type of energy will increase from zero (0.005 MW in 

2016) up to 0.050 MW in 2020 and up to 1.98 GW in 2024. In other words, starting from 2024 

the wind energy will be required at the energy market of the country. We have modeled 

scenarios with subsidies of 4 tenge per kWh of wind power generated in order to provide 

incentives for wind energy usage. 

Subsidies in the amount of 4 tenge / kWh 

In this scenario starting from 2008 the government provides subsidies for wind energy in the 

amount of 4 tenge per kWh.  The results of this model are presented at the Figure 6.1. It is clear 

that the subsidies of 4 tenge\kWh increase the demand for wind farms starting from 2012, and 

the wind power share in total electricity generation will be about 0.5% (comparing to basic 

scenarios) or 0.58 billion kWh, while the basic scenarios propose the initial demand for wind 

power in 2016, and will be less than 0.1%. Subsidies in the amount of 4 tenge per kWh into wind 

energy industry will stimulate increase in demand for wind power in the calculated period, as we 

can see the wind power share in total electricity generation will increase up to 3%, with 4.12 

billion kWh output in 2024. 
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Figure 6.1 Subsidies into wind energy in the amount of 4 tenge per kWh 
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6. Nuclear power stations  
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lignite 
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Subsidies in the amount of 7 tenge / kWh 

The MARKAL modeling of subsidies in the amount of 7 tenge / kWh demonstrates that 

subsidizing plays an important role at the initial stage of wind energy industry development, and 

attracts developers to non-traditional renewable sources of energy.  

We have to note that all other scenarios with different assumptions and limitations, with fossil-

fuel sources of energy, anticipate active usage of wind energy after 2020 only, and the scenario 2 

provides small demand at the level of 5 MW in 2016, while the scenario, which provides 

subsidies, offers another pattern (Figure 6.2). If the government grants subsidies in the amount of 

7 tenge to stimulate wind energy development, then the initial demand for wind energy starts in 

2008, and raises up to 0.23 billion kWh. 
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Figure 6.2 Subsidies into wind energy in the amount of 7 tenge per kWh 
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The table 2.1 below demonstrates demand for wind energy produced electricity dependent from 

size of subsidies per kWh.  

Table 2.1 Change in demand for wind farms as related to different size of subsidies (billion. 

kWh) 

Subsidies 
Years  

2008 2012 2016 2020 2024 2028 2032 2036 2040 

Wind farms (subsidies 
4 tenge/kWh) 0 0.581395 1.511628 2.325581 4.186047 6.744186 9.651163 10.93023 11.62791 

Wind farms (subsidies 
2 tenge/kWh) 0 0 1.511628 2.325581 4.186047 6.744186 9.651163 10.93023 11.62791 

Wind farms (subsidies 
from 7 to 2 
tenge/kWh) 0.232558 0.581395 1.511628 2.325581 4.186047 6.744186 9.651163 10.93023 11.62791 

This table demonstrates that subsidies play key role at the initial stage of wind energy usage. 

This is explained by availability of cheap fuel for traditional sources of energy (coal in the first 

place) and results in cheap energy at the electricity market. In the period from 2008-2012 the 

government does not plan large investment to coal and gas power stations, and the construction 
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of wind farms in this period requires capital investment. The cost of wind-produced electricity 

will be higher comparing to fossil-fuel sources of energy (7-10 tenge per kWh for wind energy 

comparing to 2-4 tenge per kWh for coal and gas), in prices of 2006.  The subsidies provided by 

the government will compensate this difference and provide incentives for wind energy 

development at the initial stage.  

In the future the development of energy system of Kazakhstan will require major investment, as 

we have mentioned above, and this will affect the end price of electricity (Figure 6.3). So, 

starting from 2012-2016 the subsidies to wind energy development could be reduced to 4-2 tenge 

per kWh. The model results demonstrate that the government plans to start reconstruction of 

energy system in this period, in accordance with the energy industry development strategy plan 

until 2015 -2030.  Another assumption is that the fuel price for coal and gas will considerably 

change during this period.  
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Figure 6.3 Change in wind energy production as related to change of subsidies amount 

 
1. Wind Farms (subsidies of 4 tenge/kWh) 

2. Wind Farms (subsidies of 2 tenge/kWh) 

3. Wind Farms (subsidies of 7 to 2 tenge/kWh) 

 

The modeling results (table 2.1 and Figure 6.3) prove that the subsidies will speed up the usage 

of wind farms in the period from 2010 to 2020, and starting from 2020 the subsidies to wind 

energy industry will no longer affect the development of wind energy. It is proposed that the 

wind energy will be of great demand at the electricity market of the country in that period, and 

the price of fossil-fuel electricity will be commensurable with the wind energy price due to 

higher cost of fuel and efficient technologies of power generation. 

 

 

6. Assessment of wind energy subsidies impact on general investments into energy 

system of Kazakhstan 

The graph at the Figure 7 demonstrates the change of investments into energy industry of 

Kazakhstan at the abovementioned scenarios. 
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Figure 7 Change in investments to energy industry of Kazakhstan with subsidizing of wind 

energy industry 
1. Investment to energy industry (Basic scenario) 

2. Investment to energy industry with all 

assumptions (Scenario 2) 

3. Investment to energy industry with subsidies of 

4 tenge/kWh 

 

 

 Blue line describes timing code of investments for basic scenario.   

 Red line describes timing code of investments for scenario 2.  

 Yellow line describes timing code of investments for scenario 2 with subsidizing of wind 

energy.   

As one can see until 2012 investments to energy industry rapidly grow since old capacities 

should be replaced by new technologies, plus the fuel price goes up (red line). As the 

government starts subsidizing of wind energy the total investments increase as well (yellow 

line). This increase in investments will be about 5-6 billion tenge by 2012 and will grow up to 8-

10 billion tenge by 2020, and takes share of approximately 5 % of total investments. Besides, the 

graph shows that in the period of 2016 in case the government subsidizes wind power industry 

the energy industry requires less investments comparing to scenario 2. The impact of subsidizing 

upon total investments volume is associated with replacement of traditional energy capacities to 

renewable energy sources in the period of 2012-2016.  

As we have seen before at the Figure 6.3 the wind farms capacities will increase over than 10 

times in 2020 comparing to 2012.  After 2020 the wind power industry becomes competitive at 

the electricity market of Kazakhstan because of the high prices of fossil-fuel power sources, and 

thus the subsidizing is no longer needed. 

In conclusion we could say that subsidizing will stimulate renewable energy development at the 

initial stages (2010- 2012), and will not considerably affect the total investments to energy 
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industry of Kazakhstan, moreover, subsidizing will provide small decrease in total investments 

(by 20-25 billion tenge) in the period from 2012 to 2020. 

7 Evaluation of demand for wind energy capacities by regions of Kazakhstan with 

consideration of deficit of fossil-fuel produced electricity and changes in 

transmission costs. 

 

We have assessed the demand for wind energy capacities by regions of Kazakhstan with 

consideration of deficit of fossil-fuel produced electricity related to changes in distribution costs 

for Southern and Western regions of Kazakhstan. This task is based on the following data: 

 fuel cost for traditional energy sources (coal and gas) taking into consideration cost 

changes in future perspective; 

 investment to modernization of energy system of Kazakhstan in the nearest future and in 

a longer period of time; 

 investment into modernization of currently operating transmission facilities and 

construction of new transmission lines; (project North-South with 600 MW capacity, the 

cost is 300 mln USD, and other)  

 transmission cost and transportation losses when transmitting electricity by KEGOK  

network. 

We have carried out comparative analysis of scenarios with change in demand for wind farms by 

regions with the scenario 2. 

The modeling results are presented in table 3 below  

Table  3  Change in demand for wind energy taking into consideration transmission cost of 

electricity produced by traditional energy sources (billion kWh)  

Subsidies 
Years 

2012 2016 2020 2024 2028 2032 2036 2040 

Change in demand for wind 
farms (Scenario 2) 0 0.05814 0.813953 4.069767 6.627907 7.44186 7.790698 7.790698 

Change in demand for wind 
farms in Western Kazakhstan 
(as related to gas), without 
subsidies 0.697674 1.744186 2.906977 4.186047 6.744186 9.534884 10.93023 11.74419 

Change in demand for wind 
farms in Southern Kazakhstan 
(as related to coal) without 
subsidies 0 0.116279 1.27907 4.186047 6.744186 9.651163 10.93023 11.62791 

Subsidies to wind energy  4 
tenge/kWh, for Southern 
Kazakhstan (Change in 
demand for wind farms as 
related to coal) 0.581395 1.511628 2.325581 4.186047 6.744186 9.651163 10.93023 11.62791 
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Figure 7 Change in wind energy capacities in Southern and Western Kazakhstan in different 

scenarios (GW) 

 
1. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

coal in Southern Kazakhstan with subsidies of 

4 tenger per kWh 

2. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

coal (Scenario 2) 

3. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

gas in Western Kazakhstan with subsidies of 2 

tenge/kWh 

4. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

gas in Western Kazakhstan without subsidies 

 

 

Table 3 demonstrates that wind farms remain of no demand at the electricity market of Southern 

Kazakhstan until 2016, though we have taken into consideration maintenance cost of 

transmission lines, cost of transmission losses and construction of additional capacities. While 

the demand for wind farms in Western region of the country in comparison with gas power 

stations starts in 2012.  

This result is quite natural. Today the government provides minimal investment to energy system 

of Kazakhstan. While the fuel cost (coal and gas) is low. Under such conditions the model shows 

preferences for traditional sources of energy in the period until 2024 г. – Basic scenario.  During 

this period the wind energy industry will attract developers only if subsidizing is provided by the 

government, especially in the regions with deficit of electricity and generating capacities.  

When the government plans to invest into modernization of energy industry in 2012, the model 

proposes increase of fuel cost for electricity generators. This will cause substantial rise in prices 

of fossil-fuel electricity. Under such conditions the MARKAL model considerably increases the 

share of wind power stations in general energy balance of the country. In this case the model 

reasonably combines increase in demand for wind power production and need for subsidizing.  
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8. Summary 

 

The analysis of results produced by MARKAL model Kazakhstan shows that the general 

demand for wind energy in different scenarios of energy system development will be subject to 

change in fuel price (main fossil-fuel resources used for electricity production), and putting into 

operation of additional generating capacities. At that, the scenarios with changing fuel prices and 

limitations for new capacities suppose that the wind power will be demanded at the electricity 

market of the country. 

The MARKAL model was used to evaluate different scenarios of development of generating 

capacities in Kazakhstan in longer perspective taking into consideration change in fuel prices, 

analysis of current situation of energy sector, need for electricity and new generating capacities.  

The model demonstrates that the demand for wind energy increases as the fuel price changes 

(Scenario 1), and may reach 2 GW in 2024 and 3.7 GW in 2040. The total electricity production 

by wind farms will be about 4 billion kWh in 2024 and 7.7 billion kWh in 2040, taking a share 

of 2.5% and 5% of total output of energy system in this period (Figure 8.1). 
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Figure 8.1 Change in electricity production in Kazakhstan as related to price change of energy 

resources 
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8. Current thermoelectric power stations operating 

on gas 

 

If the limitations for new capacities of thermoelectric power stations operating on coal, gas-

turbine units and nuclear power stations are applied in accordance with the Industry 

Development Plan until 2030 (Scenario 2), then the demand for wind energy will start in 2016 

and will reach 0.8 GW in 2020, with total electricity output of 1.74 billion kWh. At that, by 2020 

the wind farms capacities will be about 2 GW (similar to scenario 1) but these capacities tend to 

grow up to 5.7 GW with output of 11.7 billion kWh by 2040, taking a share of 5% of total 

electricity output. 

Considering the change in demand for RES capacities we have to note that the demand directly 

relates to economy growth and need for additional volume of electricity, and RES (new hydro, 

new small hydro and wind farms) may reach the capacity of 5-6 GW in 2028 up to 9-10 GW in 

2040. 

Diversification of generating capacities and usage of RES as well as application of technologies 

with higher efficiency will provide stabilization in GHG emissions produced by energy system 

(thermoelectric power stations and electric power stations) at the level of 100-110 mln ton CO2 – 

equiv. in long-term perspective (Figure 5). 

In case the government provides subsidizing of wind energy the development of the industry will 

speed up, especially in the period of 2010-2020 with subsidies in the amount of 7 tenge. Starting 

from 2020 the subsidies will not considerably affect the pace of development in wind energy 

industry. Starting from 2024 the subsidies will no longer affect the change in demand and supply 

of wind energy. It is proposed that by 2024 the wind energy will be of great demand at the 

electricity market of the country, and the price of fossil-fuel generated electricity will be 

commensurable with the wind energy price due to higher cost of fuel and efficient technologies 

of power generation. 

Subsidizing of wind energy industry will relate to additional investments to energy industry at 

the initial stage of development. This increase in investments will be about 5-6 billion tenge by 

2012 and will grow up to 8-10 billion tenge by 2020, and takes a share of approximately 2-4% of 

total investments. Subsidizing will facilitate RES development at the initial stages (2010-2012) 

(Figure 8.2), and will not considerably affect the total investment to energy industry of 

Kazakhstan. 
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Figure 8.2 Change in wind energy capacities in different scenarios. 

 
1. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

coal in Southern Kazakhstan with subsidies of 

4 tenger per kWh 

2. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

coal (Scenario 2) 

3. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

gas in Western Kazakhstan with subsidies of 2 

tenge/kWh 

4. Change in wind energy capacities as related to 

gas in Western Kazakhstan without subsidies 

 

Thus, the change in demand for RES will depend on change of fuel price as well as on new 

capacities of thermoelectric power stations, power stations operating on gas and nuclear power 

stations, and also on governmental policy applied for RES development and development plans 

for energy industry as a whole, in order to compensate energy in the economy of Kazakhstan in 

this period. 
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